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Colby enters new era with President Bro
By PATRICKJ. BERNAL
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

It's official- the President William
R. Cotter era is over and Colby 's
19th President, William D. "Bro"
Adams stands poised to lead Colby
into the next millennium.
Cotter 's tenure of 21 years, the
longest in College history, has fallen
into the annals of history as Colby
students, faculty, and alumni are
preparing to enter a new era with
the commencement of the Adams
era.
"Coming here is the fu l fillment
of a life-long ambition," said Adams.
Returning from COOT last
Friday, Adams came back to the
College for the first time to serve as
president with students on campus.
Adams participated in a hiking and
kayaking COOT, as well as a fishing
COOT, and finall y, a theatre COOT.
"It was a great experience for me
and for the students. I don 't think
they were intimidated b y having me
there," said Adams.
"I ate GORP," he added.
Joining Adams is his wife, Cathy
Bruce, children, Sean Valiant, 10, and
Carmen Adams, 3. Living with the
animal-loving famil y is Pedro, the
presidential p ig, half Vietnamese
pot-bellied , and half white boar, and
an assortment of other pets including a pair of cockapoo dogs, tropical
finches, cats, and a ferret.
At the forefront of Adams' agenda are the matters of increasing student bod y diversity and curbing
under-age student drinking.
Arriving on May flower Hill with
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Bates
attacks
By BECKY SCHECHTER:
MA N AGING ED ITOR

COURTESY OF COMMUNICATIONS

New Colby President William D. "Bro " Adams kayaks along with the class of 2004 on his COOT.
a repu tation for "being tough on student drinking, Adams confirmed his
reputation noting the health risks of
drinking as his primary concern,
adding that he had taken steps to
prohibit underage drinking at
Bucknell.
As president of Bucknell, one of
Adams' first acts was to end the precommencement event for graduating seniors known as "tent party ."
At tent party, beer and wine were
served to students who disp layed
proper ID. The event was financed
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Bro and his COOT leaders Danielle Forbes '01 and Matt Birnholz
'01 take in a perf ormance during the theater COOT.

b y the university and took p lace on
the night before graduation when
underclassmen were no longer living on campus. Tent party closel y
mirrored Colby 's own tradition of
seniors drinking champagne on
Miller library steps on the last day of
classes in that both events were
designed for seniors only.
Bucknell' s Associate Dean of
Students, Ruth Bra dford Burnham ,
acknowled ged that Adams ' decision
to end tent party was controversial,
but necessary.
"We controlled access (to alcohol)
the best we could, but it was impossible to insure that no underage students were being served ," said
Burnham.
Former Assistant to President
Adams, Charles Pollock, worked
with Adams during his last two academic years at Bucknell.
"There was a big outcry at the
time, but students who remember
tent party are pretty much gone
now," said Pollock.
Pollock added tha t ending tent
party was part of a larger crackdown
on student drinking.
"Ending tent party was only part
of a broader spotli ght thnt he shone
on heavy consumption and underage consumption of alcohol at

See ADAMS, continued
on page 3

Ex -President Cotter looks to
Zimbabwe and the world
By BLISS MARGARET
WOOLMINGTON
STAFF WRITER

After 21 yea rs of watching the
sun rise over May flower Hill , former Colb y President William R.
Cotter is looking over the horizon
as chief executive officer of The
Oak Foundation in Boston. Cotter
left Colb y in June and started the
adventure he compares to going
back to college: overseeing the
four-year-old
foundation that
addresses social and environmen-

tal concerns of the disadvantaged
worldwide.
"We deal mainly with international human rights issues," said
Cotter. "Issues such as the rights of
women, sing le mothers, and torture victims."
The foundation is also committed to environmental protection,
and works to develop alternative
energy sources and limit ozone
dep letion. It is supported by a fam-

See COTTER, continued
on page 3

If COOT 2000 leaders learned
one thing from their tri ps this year,
".
it was this: lock your doors.
At least three COOT vans werfe
vandalized b y Bates students participatin g in Annual Entering
Student
Outdoor
Program
(AESOP), which is run th rough the
Bates Outing Club . Members of
the AESOP vandalized at least
th ree COOT vans, smearing
peanut butter, honey, and other
products, sometimes taken from
inside the vans, on the rented vehicles. Two of these incidents were
unprovoked.
Similar events occurred in 1999,
but on a smaller scale. Spreading
peanut butter on vans was one of
several pranks that a COOT group
and a Bates tri p p layed on one
another in 1999.
"Last year one of the conservation tri ps was staying near the
same place (as a Bates group) in
Acadia ," said COOT coordinator
Tony Frangie '01. "It went back
and forth and both vans were
messy."
Assistant Director of Student
Activities Alex Chin said that, in
general , the meetings between
COOT and other outdoor orientation groups have become increasingl y hostile.
"I'm not sure what happened.
I've onl y heard of the recent past. It
was friendl y at first ," he said.
"They 'd see groups out there and
write messages in the dirt, or use
rocks. It was harmless and all in
good fun. Recentl y it' s degenerated into peanut butter on vans."
"It definitel y needs to stop,"
Chin said, "It' s not what either
program is about."
In two of the three meetings,
Colb y students did nothing that
might generate such a response
from Bates. Vans used by the Kezar

See BATES, continued on
page 2

C OOT celebrates 25th year
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By BECKY SCHECHTER

Ca thy Bruce , Pres.
Adams' wif e, was a
champion skier

natur a l spring s, p lay i ng

MANAGING EDITOR

Chased by moose, swimming in
mi nd
games and telling ghost stories b y
the fire, going without showers for
f o ur d ays , bonding wilh classmatesall part of the modern Colby
Out do or Orientati on Tr i p (COOT)
experience. Colb y f reshm en have
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Bucknell. "
Adams is still evaluating the relative merits of having graduating
seniors drink champagne on Miller
Library steps.
"1 don't know (if the class of '01
will drink champagne on Miller
Library steps)," said Adams.
Adams thought that student
drinking at Bucknell was a serious

problem, but was not yet sure how
severe the problem was at Colby.
"I felt that at Bucknell the social
life was too affected by drinking. I
don't know how much progress we
need to make here," said Adams.
Colb y 's Dean of the College, Earl
Smith, agreed that Adams might not
have as much work to do at Colby to
bring the level of drinking to an
acceptable level as he did at
Bucknell. "He mi ght find that Colb y
is ahead of Bucknell in dealing with
alcohol problems," said Smith.
Adams expressed serious concerns over the health of students
who develop physical or mental
dependencies on alcohol.
"It is terrible if we have students
graduating with drinking habits," he
said, "I'm worried fundamentall y
about student health."
After raising the percentage of
students of color from si:, percent to
13 percent during his five-year
tenure at Bucknell, Adams is corn-

.
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been invading the Maine woods for
COOT since 1975.
The program was crea ted In 1974,
but Ihe first COOT trip went out in
the fall of 1975. Former Philosop h y
Professor Robert McArthur, two
upp er-class studont leaders, arid 15
freshmen arrived on campu . five
days early and hiked Mount
Katahdin. Growing and expanding
in number and types of trips o ffered ,
COOT hns been in tixiH lence every
year since then.
The entire cla ss of 2004 helped
celebrate the 25th anniversary by

recording COOT' s first-ever 100 ac-

cent participation rate. Due largel y
to the efforts of Student Activities
Director Lisa Hallen , Assistant
Director of Student Activities Alex
Ch i n , and COOT coordinator Tony
Frang ie '01, all 469 freshmen participated in COOT this year.
"We're pretty psyched, " said
Fran gie, wlio was also the student
coordinator for COOT in 1999, "It
was a lot easier this year to get
everyone for some reason. 1 didn 't
have a ny bod y to convince. "
Alth ough this marks the fi rst year
that the program has attained one
hundr ed percent pa rti ci pati on ,
COOT has reached close to total
fr eshman class partici pation for the
la st four years.
Tor the past three to four years
it' s been up around 97, 98, 99 percent. We've had the entire freshman
class , minus tw o to five students,
particip ate " sa id Chin. "We have the
larg est non-mandatory [outdoor oriental ion) progra m in llie country.
Bates , B owd o in , Duk e, Yal e,
Harvard , Mid dlebury. ,.they don 't
g e t n e arl y ns high parti ci pation
ra tes."
COOT al so o ff er s a wid e var i ety
of trip choices, This year 95 upperclass loaders headed .6 trips, including hik i ng, biking, canoei ng, fish ing,
community servi ce, sen kay a king,
and theater.
"We have a COOT for everyone,"
snl cl Chin. "Even if you 've never
cam pod out in the woods before, we
have a COOT for you,"
Chin alllriluites the success of
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COOTers set up a lent in the athletic cente r upon reluming fro m
the grea t outdoors,
COOT lo its leaders.
"I think the program's su ccess is
based s olel y on lhb quality of leaders
wo hav e at Colb y," he said, "The
program would not be ns successful
as it is without the leaders we have.
They are some of the best trained ,
best motivated and best leaders of
any outdoor orientat i on program in
the country,"
Nowadays freshmen outdoor orientation trips are standard al many
colleges and universities, but Colb y
was one of the first colleges to offe r
such a progra m for freshmen.
"It's a reall y groat orientation
tool," said Chin. "A lot of colleges
are now cloLt.g the program lo keep

up with the t imes.'
As other schools have caught on
over the years, Colb y COOTers have
come a c ro ss f r eshmen f r om various
New Eng land colleges and universities, such as Harvard and Brown, on
hiking trail s and campsites, These
run-ins hav e traditionally been
f riendl y, but in recent years a rivalry
has sprung up between the diffe rent
pr ograms, and especiall y between
Colby and Hales, Chin said that the
rivalry detracts from the true purpose of COOT,
According to the mission state-

See COOT , continued on
page 3
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Talking heads
from Colby
With the 2000 presidential campaign in full swing, Colby alumna
Doris Kearns Goodwin '64 and
Government Professors Sandy
Maisel and Tony Corxado have
been providing commentary on
the race for several media outlets.
Goodwin, NBC-TV's- go-to person
for perspective about presidential
and baseball history,,has been on
the air frequently in recent
months. Maisel,who has written a
soon-to-be-published account of
Jews in American politics, has
offered his unique insight into
Vice President Gore's selection of
Joe Leiberxnan as the first Jew on
a major party presidential ticket
Corrado has spoken with National
Public Radio's "All Things
Considered" and others about a
variety of topics, including campaign f vndraising.

Alumna heads
to Sydney
Hilary Gehman '93 has been
named to the 2000 U.S. Olympic
rowing team as a member of fche
women's quadruple sculls.
Gehman and her crew have previously won the bronze medal at
the 2000 Zurich World Cup in
Switzerland and finished fourth
at the 1999 World Rowing
Champio n shi ps in Canada.

Alumnus creates Red Sox
comic

? -

) Steve loynd '91 has created a
Comic strip entitled "The Scrubs"
which appears in Red Sox game
programs sold at Fenway Park.

I "People,"
:Matt Damon,
I and Colby
_

?

'

*? In an odd coincidence that
must have some sort of cosmic
implications, two Colby alumni
have joined actor Matt "Saving
the Talented Mr. Hunting"
Damon in the pages of "People"
magazine recently.Cheyenne
Rothman '94 and Damon were
seen walking together in a picture
printed in the magazines
"StarTracks" section. The caption
identified Rothman as "a friend
from high school.-" A month
before, Christopher Thayer '93
was seen walking with Damon in
the same section. Eerie.

By RYAN DAVIS

NEWSEDITOR

The 183rd incoming dass at
Colby was hailed as the "most multicultural ever" by Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
Parker J. Beverage at Sunday's freshman assembly. The most striking
evidence of this fact is the presence
oi 22 international students, seven
foreign language assistants, one foreign transfer student, and one foreign exchange student. Several of
these students are from countries
never before represented at Colby,
such as Kazakhstan, Sudan.
Myanmar> Macedonia, and South
Africa.
In his annual address to incoming
students, Beverage listed the
achievements and characteristics of
the 469 students, from the predictable (more than half were in the
National Honor Society), to the
obscure (six freshman are twins, but
there is only one set in the dass), to
the downright astounding (one student has had twelve other family
members attend the school).
Other interesting 2004 tidbits
include the fact that one student
(Colby Schroath '04) shares a name
with the school, although as
Beverage pointed out "none of you
is named Bates or Bowdoin." The
class also includes America s number one youth woman kayaker, 170
high school varsity sports captains,
twelve Eagle Scouts, one student
from the same town as Mary of
"Mary Had A Little Lamb," six students from Lexington, (Mass.) High
School and seven from the United
World College in Norway.
Among the many striking academic and athletic accomplishments of
the class of 2004, the largenumber of
students from outside New England
(more than 50-percent) and around
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Members ofthe Class of 2004 file into the Lorimer Chapel far the f r eshman assembly.
the world mark the incoming freshmen as the most geographically
diverse in the College's history.
"I'm so excited about it," says
Dean of International Affairs Sue
LaFleur. "I just love all the students,
but at the same time ifs a little overwhelming."
LaFleur attributes the increase in
international students to tihe support
of the Davis United World College
Foundation, which paid all or most
of the tuition for 11 of the new students. The Foundation works to help
students who graduate from the ten
United World Colleges (UWCs),
international high schools located in
places such as Norway, Hong Kong,
and New Mexico.
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By BEN SEXTON
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

In early July of our recently ended
summer break, Colby sophomore
Jennifer Radii was involved in an
automobile accident and suffered a
neck injury that has left her paralyzed from the chest down. She has
retained almost full use of her arms
and hands, but it is not yet known
whether she will ever regain use of
her legs. No one else was seriously
injured in the accident.
This past summer Radii worked
as a camp counselor in her home
state of Nebraska. As Radii tells the
story, she and some of her fellow
camp counselorswere planning to go
on a rafting trip on their day off.
Because there were more people in
the van than there were seats, Radii
was forced to sit in the back of the
van without the benefit of a seat or a
seatbelt.
About midway through tlie trip,
the driver of the van turned around
to speak to someone in one of the
back seats. As she did this she

swerved towards a post on the side
of the road. The driver turned around
and was able to avoid hitting the post
head on, but when she swerved away
from the post the van flipped over
twice before coming to a stop on the
side of the road.
Radii says that the first thing she
remembered after the accident was
lying on the ground with half her
body on the pavement and half still
inside the van. She had been partially
ejected through the back window
during die aeddent and found herself lying in a pile of broken glass.
"I felt really uncomfortable and
agitated and really wanted to get out
there," she said. "It was then that I
realized I couldn't really move my
lower body, but I was really disoriented and didn't know quite what
was going on, so I didn't know how
serious it was at that point."
Luckily, within ten minutes a person with a cell phone and a doctor
had arrived at the scene of the accident. Tlie doctor was able to stabilize
her neck and to authorize for a helicopter to come to the scene of the
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accident so that Radii could be immediately transported to the nearest
hospital for medical treatment.
Upon arriving at the hospital,
Radii immediately went into surgery
to stabilize her spine in order to prevent any further damage from occurring. The fracture occurred in her
sixth vertabra down from the top of
her neck.
After spending some time in
intensive care, she was transferred to
the Craig Hospital in Englewood,
Colorado, one oi the iotemost spinal
cord injury centers in the country. She
plans to remain there while undergoing rehabilitation until the end of
September,
Radii has taken her accident quite
well. While she is a little tired of staying in the hospital and would like to
get back to her home, she remains in
good spirits and hopes to return to
Colby for second semester, possibly
with a live-in nurse.
She is scheduled to get out of
rehabilitation in either late
September or early October and
return home where she can adapt to

Spelling mistake will
be fixed

PATRICK J . BERNAL , Editor in Chief
BECKY SCHECHTER , Managing Editor
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couple of different cultures and
many new ideas with them" to
Colby.
Although the percentage of
minority students is lower than in
the class of 2003 (10 percent this
year, 13 percent last), there are more
international students among the
incoming freshman class than ever
before. .
After congratulating the class,
Beverage introduced new President
William D. "Bro" Adams.
"As Parker was ripping off all of
your achievements just then,"
Adams said. "I was thinking about
another aspect of this new class, and
that is your weight." He estimated
that together, the class of 2004

taking care of herself while in a
wheelchair. Her prognosis still
remains somewhat unclear.
"There is a lady across the hall
from me who had the same injury
and . is currently walking around
without trouble," she said. "On the
other hand, there are people with my
injury that have never regained any
motion or sensation in their lower
bodies, so it's still up in the air
whether I can recover movement of
my legs or not. The doctors say that
improvement can take place anywhere up to two years after the accident happens, so we won't know for
a while."
There have been some encouraging signs, as Radii has regained some
feeling in her lower body, but as oi
yet, she has not yet regained any
motion.
Radii's situation raises an interesting question about our campus: Is
Colby handicapped accessible?
While it would seem that Colby is not
handicapped accessible at all, the
buildings are better equipped than
they initially might seem.
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The Davis Foundation selected
five U.S. colleges (Colby, Princeton,
Middlebury, Wellesley, and the
College of the Atlantic) and paid
100% of demonstrated financial
need for - UWC graduates who
wished to attend one of the five
schools.
After averaging 13-16 international students in the past few years,
LaFleur says that thanks to the Davis
Foundation, "we've pretty close to
doubled" that number.
"For me, I'm very excited. I think
these students will bring many
things with them to Colby,"she says.
In particular, students from foreign
countries who attend UWCs in
another foreign country "bring a

weighs about 70,000 pounds, which
he described as "35 tons of energy
and commitment."
During the course of his speech,
the president addressed two questions many college freshmen may
have, namely "What sort of place
have I come to?" and "What will
become of me?" In answering those
two questions, Adams focused on
his initial impressions of the school,
though he offered the freshmen the
caveat that "all this comes from a
person who has only been on campus eight weeks longer than you
have."
He described Colby as a place of
"elaborate compactness," an oddsounding phrase which he darified
by way of similar contradictorysounding observations.
"Colby is a place of wonderfully
intimate and comforting space and
also of incredible openness,"he said.
"The school has a very close and
compact community" on Mayflower
Hill, but is also "complex and
dynamic" not only in the variety of
opinions found on campus, but .also
in the 22,000 living alumni.
"Colby is not a place, but a practice; not buildings, but spirit," he
said near the end of his address,
before formally welcoming the class
of 2004 into the Colby community.

Colby sophomo re paralyzed in car accident

The Colby Echo
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(Rumford -AP)—A spelling mistake on the
recently dedicated memorial to Edmund S.
Muskie will be fixed in ihe coming weeks.
The second 'T is missing from the word
presidential" on a panel that descr ibes the
achievements of Rumford's favorite son.
Muskie served as U.S. senator, Maine governor and Secretary of State un der Pres ident
Carter. He was the Democratic vice presidential nominee in 1968 and made an unsuccessful run for the presidency four years later, He
died four years ago at age 81, A member of
the committee that organized the project says
the correction should be made within two
weeks an d at no charge ,

dance, Snowe's husband, former Governor
John McKeman, also was there.
Bush an d his runn ing mate, Dick Cheney,
hav e been spread ing their education message
in several states. It includes such proposals as
a $5 billion reading initiative for students in
poor school districts.

Bowdoin charge s former employee with
embezzlement

(Portland-AP) — The forme; controller of
Bowdoin College in Brunswick is accused of
embezzling more than $50,000 dollars from
the school. The school has filed a civil suit in
Cumberland County Superior Cour t against
Gary Plante of Lewiston.
The suit accuses Plante of transferring the
money out of a school bank account between
J anuary and April , He is accused of pu tting
the money into an account for an investment
club for which he served as treasurer amd
(Portlaric fAP) ~- Republican presidential
using some of it for a down paymen t on a
??'
candid ate George W. "Bush made a pitch for home , ' /?. ' , ,
t
his education plan in a forum toda y In
According to an affidavit filed by
Portla nd. About 50 to 100 educators gathered Bowdoin's associate treasurer , Plante admitin the librar y at the Moore Middle School in ted to the scheme and said he was worried
Por tland this afternoon to hear from Bush. and would return the money. The school is
His plans calls for grea ter local control and conducting an audit to see whether any other
making sure the scjio ola show results.
money is miMih^, :.? ' •¦;
> Republican ^natoriJ Susan Collinfl and

Bush pushes education
plan in Maine
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First of all, there are three dorms
that are equipped with elevators:
Dana, Foss, and AMS. Both Dana and
Foss also contain dining halls, so both
of those dorms would be very convenient for a handicapped student.
Secondly, most of the academic
buildings contain elevators, though
some of these elevators are hidden.
Lovejoy,Bixler, Arey,Olin, and Miller
Library all have elevators, making
these buildings handicapped accessible as well.
This is not to say Colby would be
an easy campus for a handicapped
student to get around. Hills and staircases abound all over campus and it
would be very taxing to transport
oneself from Foss to Miller in a
wheelchair. However, it would certainly be possible for a handicapped
student to attend Colby and have
access to the majority of the classrooms and facilities that the other
students use.
If you wish to write to Radii or
send her a card, her address is Craig
Hospital, 3425 South Clarkson Street,
Englewood, CO, 80110.

BATES: COOTs marred
by attacks f r o mrivals

Continued f r om page !
Lake B trip, led by Scott Paladini '02 and Jessica Alex
'01, and the Mount Blue B trip, le d by M ichael Bergan
'02 and Jen Bishop '02, were damage d, seemingly for
no reason.
"On the two trips everyone was nice, and they still
used peanut butter and there were swear words. It was
j ust ba d news," said Frangie.
The third trip, Sea Kayaking, led by Sally Hall '02
an d Er ic Strome '02, did involve & Colby prank.
"On the third trip they wrote 'Colby rules' on [Bates
students'] underwear ," said Frangie. Bates retaliated
by dirtying up the outside and inside of the van and
' ;., • •,' ;• '
included a profane note.
"The Bates kids put wet oatmeal and peanut Butter
on the inside of the van," said Frang ie. "I was?on l,my
hands and knees scrubbing the van before returning it
to the rental place,"
Cnin described the state of the van's exterior and
the note left inside,
"The van came back smeared with yogurt , bab y
food. ,they [Bates] went out and bough t stuff/ ' he said .
"It was a terribl e note. It didn 't make sense-moronic, I
guess,"
"If s not like our kids didn't do anything , but this
year it got a little out of hand ," he said.
Chin said that the directors of the two programs
1
were meeting in order to try ond end the destructive
rival ry, \

New long dista nce rates
and cable channels
ing a $29 per month fee that students would have to pay for comAD DESIGNER
parable telephone service.
Individual telephones in each
Colby now offers a choice
between a flat rate and an dormitory room have only been in
"Advantage Plan" for long distance existence for eight years, and it took
phone calls and has purchased five years for the long distance
phone charge
three new cable telerevenue to pay
vision channels.
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Previously,
and most calls CABLE BILLS.
Colby students
ended up costing
had access to
18-20 cents per
minute, but could be as high as 27 channels 2 through 56 for which the
college paid Adelphia Cable
cents per minute.
One of the new options is a flat Company about $33,000 per year,
rate of 16 cents per minute and the taken not from tuition money but
Advantage Plan is 10 cents per the revenue made from reselling
minute all day, every day for $5.95 long distance service. There are also
several educational channels, such
per month.
"The previous plan was based as those in foreign languages,
on an old system that was phased which are free to the public.
Three new cable , channels have
out a couple years ago and I think
the new options are more competi- been added to this list, including
tive and fairer for Colby students," Black Entertainment TV (BETV),
CNN Financial/International News
said Kristy Malm'02.
In addition, students from and Spanish Network TV
Maine will benefit from the new (Univision),which show up on teleplans because in the past they had visions as channels 71, 72 and 73,
to pay out-of-state rates for in-state respectively. These channels cost
calls to home due to an indirect ser- around an additional $8000,
increasing Colby's cable bill to
vice line.
Unbeknownst to most students, about $40,000, all to be covered by
Colby earns revenue by reselling long distance revenue.
Jon Gray last year's SGA Vice
long distance phone service to stuoriginally proposed
President/00
dents and applies a portion of that
adding
the
new
channels to Colby's
for
our
cable
bills.
revenue to pay
Last year, students talked on the cable lineup.
"There were a number of stutelephone long distance for a total
of 1,365,202 minutes for which they dents who made suggestions about
paid about $269,000, or an average our TV packaging. In investigating
of 20 cents per minute. The revenue the possibilities this summer, we
gained by Colby from this amount found that we could accommodate
was $128,000, which is used by the additional channels, which would
college to pay for maintenance, make our offerings more inclusive,"
installation and other costs, includ- said Dean of Students Janice
Kassman.

Pert Plus tiwins join Colby community

By JULIA DREES

COTTER: f o r m
er president

looks f o r w a rtod excitingnewjob
Continued f r ompag e 1

ily that serves as the board of
trustees.
"I explore options for the family,
ones they would be enthusiastic
about," said Cotter. "Working with
The Oak Foundation has brought
many exciting new challenges. I am
learning about areas I knew almost
nothing about. As I always tell the
students, a liberal arts education
prepares you for looking at new
issues and absorbing them quickly."
Cotter's principal project at the
moment involves helping to find a
solution for AIDS orphans in Africa,
primarily in Zimbabwe.
"Half of all 15-year-olds in
Zimbabwe will die (of AIDS,)" said
Cotter. "I don't think a lot of kids at
Colby even know what is going on
there, The life expectancy rate has
dropped from 65 to 30 years and the
most talented and educated people in
society have the highest rate of AIDS."
Cotter plans a trip to Zimbabwe
in October during which he will visit
a branch of The Oak Foundation.
"The real question is, how do you
work thr ough local organizations to
make sure you're being of service,"
said Cotter. "There are 800,000 AIDS
orphans and it is too expensive to
build Inst itut ions such as orp hanages; they are dehumanizing, and

cannot be built fast enough ,"

His wife Linda Cotter does consulting work for the foundation , and
has been addressing issues such as
homelessness, as well as collaborating with approximately 60 women's
founda tions around this world. In
October / while her husband is in
Zimbabwe, Linda Cotter will Head
to the "V\>»t Coa8t to work Willi spme
USi programs.
nfiw. dwilleWges, the Cotters iriisslife
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wonderfully exciting time of year it
is.,, it was an important part of our
life for so long."
Although Cotter does not anticipate having any formal role in
Colby's immediate future, he has
been elected a life trustee find
expects to start coming to board
meetings sometime in the next several years.
"Right now it's important not to
have an old president lurking
around," said Cotter, "I am excited
about 'Bro' (William) Adams' presidency, and think it's wonderful for
Colby."
Cotter said he isn't expecting any
midnight phone calls from the new
president, and suspects he couldn't
help even if one came in.
"I let him know I'm available,"
said Cotter. "We had some wonderful conversations in the spring."
Asked about politics, the "longtime democrat" said he will be supporting the Gore / Lieberman ticket
in November.

Outside of work, Cotter said he
and his wife would like to travel .
"Our board meetings (for The Oak
Foundation) are usuall y in Geneva
(Switzerland ,) so we will tack on
some days in connection with the
meetings to travel in Europe. "
In the meantime, the Cotters have
been enjoying local facilities such as
museums and libraries in Boston, They
are living in Concord, a town, which
they describe as having "lots of green
space" and being "well preserved" :
"It has a small town feeling, " said
Cotter, "But every mornin g I drive to
Alowlfe and take the subway Into
Boston. The city is very accessible,"
Cotter said he sees a Colby graduate almost every other day,
"Yesterday I saw someone from the
class pr86-my first year! "
. ' As vifall ; ' qtiickiy ", appronf <_hW,
Cottet .says he will miss Colby
Is enjoying , life
tr pendoiuly , but
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i Lisa DuBois and Cora
Clukey mug wit h the
world-famous "Pert Plus
Guy " on the set of their
commercial.

PHOTO COURTESY DUBOIS
AND CLUKEY

By SUZANNE SKINNER
BUSINESS MANAGER

The Pert Plus twins have recently
joined the Colby staff.
Beginning in June, Lisa DuBois,
assistant to Dean of Students Janice
Kassman, and Cora Clukey, a member of Information Technology
Services, have appeared in three
Pert Plus commercials helping the
company introduce its new line of
separate shampoos and conditioners. This is not the first time Clukey
and DuBois have been in the spotlight; as identical twins, the women
have attracted attention their entire
lives.
In the classic Hollywood story,
Clukey and DuBois were discovered
while they were walking down the
street in Twinsburg, Ohio.
Attending the annual Twins
Festival, the twins were dressed
identically with their hair down past
their waists. As they were walking
to breakfast, a car pulled up and a
woman asked them if they would be

interested in appearing in a Pert
Plus commercial.
Upon arriving at the set they
were immediately ushered into a
golf cart with the "Pert Guy," a camera crew, and a sound technician.
Instead of using a set script, the
twins and the Pert Guy talked about
a variety of subjects. By chance,
DuBois and Clukey said, "now
there's two" at the same time. This
twin moment is the sound bite used
in many of the Pert Plus commercials.
The twins were then taken back
to the set and had what they
described as a "very Hollywood or
what your perception of Hollywood
is" experience. After getting their
hair and make-up done, the girls
were filmed flipping their hair and
trying to pout.
The Pert Plus commercials are
not the first time the media has paid
attention to the twins. A few years
ago, DuBois and Clukey had a double wedding. On the morning of the
ceremony, they received several

phone calls from. TV stations asking
if they could send a camera crew to
the wedding. The camera crews
were not allowed to come to the
wedding, but as this was the first
double wedding in Maine in twenty
years, it still received a lot of attention.
Having a double wedding can
lead to some confusion. Because
they were each other's maids of
honor, the pictures of the individual
wedding parties look like there were
two brides and only one groom.
And because they had not seen the
wedding dresses before the wedding, the grooms were uncertain of
who was who as the girls walked
down the aisle.
"Basically if you're a twin and
you spend a lot of time with your
twin you're recognized," s aid
Clukey.
But even at the Twins Festival
where ifs like "bei ng two f aces in
the crowd," Clukey and DuBois
stand out. This past year they won
the contest of twins who look the

most alike in the 25-37-ag;e category;
and they had placed second in that
category for the two years previous
to their victory.
Being a twin results in some
strange, almost science fiction
moments.
"Ifs strange having the same'
thought process as someone," said
Clukey.
Along with often finishing each'
other's sentences, DuBois and,"
Clukey sometimes feel as if they;
have one mind. One example of this
"mind meld" occurred when the
twins were in elementary school. At
the end of recess, Dubois's leg got'
caught on the playground. At the
exact moment that DuBois's leg was
under the equipment, Clukey started limping.
The twins share looks, minds,'
and voices — sometimes Clukey
will call her answering machine to
remind herself of something, but
when she listens to the message, she
thinks DuBois has called her.
Because they share all of these
things, a lot of times people almost
see them as one person. "Our
names' Coralisa," said Clukey.
While some people would find ,
not having a completely individual
identity irritating, according to
Clukey "ifs part of being a twin; it
comes with ihe territory of being a
twin."
And, Dubois and Clukey love
being twins. "You're best friend has
been with you your whole life,"said
DuBois; its part of your identity.
When Clukey transferred to a
different college she said, "it bothered me that people didn't know I
was a twin." DuBois became physically ill when Clukey transferred.
Both twins feel that being a twin is
essentially: "a great thing, ifs a special thing."

ADAMS:! Colby*s f irstf amily settles into lif e on Mayf lowerHill
Continued f r omp age 1

mitted to making Colby more
diverse as well.
"The emphasis on diversity started trader Cotter will be continued,"
' " "> '"¦'
said Smith.
"We need to be more diverse than
we are-this is on my mind," said
Adams.
Noting the comments of many
graduating in the class of '00, Adams
said that making the college more
diverse would be a top priority.
"I just read the senior exit interviews and most people seemed to
agree that making Colby a more
diverse place was extremely important," he said.
Pollock thought Adams deserved
credit for increasing student body
diversity at Bucknell,
"He really got Bucknell moving
on the diversity issue. We're more
diverse now than we were when he
got here- ifs as simple as that," said
Pollock.
Other issues of concern to Adams
were the future of the Johnson and
Averill residential halls; and the
issue of bringing a state-of-the-art
performing arts center to Colby.
"My opinion is that Johnson and
Averill are inadequate as student

housing. Either they will be renovated or they will be changed into nonresidential space," said Adams.
"I understand that the chapel is
the primary space for performing at
Colby. Lefs face it, ifs not a modern
music facility," said Adams. "Two
performing arts centers were constructed at Bucknell, one just before I
came and another during my time
there. These centers made a world of
difference," said Adams.
Adams was excited about the
inaugural ball on Oct. 21. "I'm a
dancer; I will dance," said the
President. "The question is, will the
students dance, that's what I'm concerned about," he added.
Students walking by the AdamsBruce household can expect to hear
either the Eurythmics, or Tom Waits
playing in the family stereo. "My wife
loves the Eurythmics. I listen to a lot of
Brazilian music and Tom Waits. His
new album is called 'Mule Variations,'
ifs perfect for Colby," he said.
From. 1995 until last year Adamsserved as president of Bucknell
University in Pennsylvania. Before
serving as president of Bucknell,
Adams also ran the Great Works in
Western Culture program at
Stanford, and served as vice president and secretary at Wesleyan

COOT: the tradition continues
Continued f r om page 1
ment of COOT 2000, the main goal of
the program is to help new students
make the transition to college life by
providing the students with the
opportunity to "establish a core
group of friends and begin to break
the ice." Twenty-five years ago,
COOT goals were very similar.
In ad diti on to introduc ing "first
year students to Maine's unparalleled beauty ", as COOT still does
today, the or iginal COOT aim was
also to facilitate the college transition.
Instead of focusing specifically on
student bonding, COOT , worked to
ease a new student's entry i nto the

Colby community as a whole, by
bringing the (acuity,Btatt and students together. The idea was that
althoug h a student can develop a
close relationship with an instructor
in Colby's academic environment,
COOT would provide the opportunity to forge a special and more
immediate relationship with a professor or staff memb er in Ma ine's
natural environment. Chin would
like to see COOT have more community involvement in the future.
"In terms of the future of COOT,
I'd love to see more faculty involved
in COOT," he said. "That's how it
starte d, faculty/student bonding, I
think that's where COOT needs to
go, It creates a great dynamic."

AMITY BURR/THE COLBY ECHO

(L. -R. ) Carmen Adams, Cathy Bruce, Sean Valiant and President
Bro Adams pose in the driveway of the president' s house.
University in Connecticut,
Adams was not sure how long he
will serve as president of Colby,
"Bill's tenure is unprecedented.
It is unlikely for any president to last
that long," said Adams,
Although Adams was not optimistic about his chances for completing an equally long tenure "I'd be
74," he noted, he did say that Colby
would be his final professional stop.
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When Adams left Bucknell, student leaders presented him with two"*
gifts, a landscape painting of
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania, home of'
Bucknell, and a tent. According to
Pollock, "the students thought he
would be able to use the tent in the*
Maine wilderness, but it also served'
as a reminder that they have not for-"'
gotten about tent party."
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Congrats to 2004 on
perfect COOT

For those that haven't yet heard, the class of '04 had a 100-percent
rate of partidpadon in this year's COOT. This is an outstanding accomplishment that deserves to be recognized. Although other classes have
come close, none have ever reached thelOO-percent mark.
Not only do the members of the class of '04 deserve credit, but so
does Tony Frangie '01. If it were not for his tireless efforts in telephoning
incoming freshman who have not filled out their COOT application and
inviting them to go on COOT, the mark may not have been reached.
As Assistant Director of Student Activities Alex Chin notes in this
iss ue, similar outdoor orientation programs at other colleges don't have
nearly tire turnout ofthe COOT.It just goes to show that, just as in everywhere else in life, the original is still the best.
,- COOT has, for 25 years now, served as a wonderful introduction to
'life at Colby. It has formed friendships among Colby students, brought
•city slickers into the Maine wilderness, and introduced a whole gang of
'.freshman to summer sausages and CORP.
/ Although this year's COOT was marred by run-ins with Bates stufdents, moose chas es, and some unruly conditions, most will agree that it
|was a gleaming success.
. Class of '04, welcome to Mayflower hill, and let's hope that future
IColby classes will so overwhelmingly take part in COOT.

OpimiomB

B arred from my own room
Ward s

Words

Geoff Ward
. Remember when you were a freshman and you first arrived on campus?
There were overly cordial HEs who
handed you your keys and a snack as
soon as you arrived, you went on
COOT and made a few friends, and
throughout the first few weeks of
school, everyone was just so nice.
I know I'm not a freshman anymore, but what the hell happened?
I arrived in the evening with all of
my stuff, ready to move in. The Echo
staff had a meeting early the next day,
so I thought I'd come up the night
before and therefore be able to enlist

I was informed by security that
my Dad's help in moving in. So, I
walk up to the door of Johnson, and since I had arrived before I was
my card wouldn't work. I couldn't scheduled to, I needed permission
get in my dorm.
from the Dean of Students Office to
This figured to be a bit of a prob- get into my room. However that
lem. It was getting dark, and I didn't posed a bit of a problem, there was no
really want tp sleep in my car.
one in the Dean of Students Office
To show you how desperate I was that late at night. Basically, security
to have a bed to sleep in, I decided to told me flat out that they were not
go down to the security office to get going to let me in.
them to activate my card or do whatTrying to explain the logic of arrivever it is they do so I could get into ing the night before an early meeting
my room. This was my first mistake. did not sway the security guard, and
I should not have been so naive as I was left to camp out or do whatever
to think I could simply get into the that night. The security guard didn't
room I pay thousands of dollars a seem too worried about my plight,
year for. Half of fche rooms at this but she sure did stick right-to school
school make the Atrium look like a policy, and kept that room safe from
palace. We should be paid to live in anyone getting in before schedule.
I don't know about you, but one of
them.
Anyway,it seems I had arrived the the reason I decided to go to a smallnight before I was offidalJy supposed er school was because I didn't want to
to be on campus.
be just a number, a nameless face in a

Colb y mourns the death of Trucke rs
uevus

quo t ing
scri pt ure
Jeffrey Calart
,'• I got back to Colby a week early. I
was here to work at the radio station-get things in order from the
summer. I've done this the past two
years and so I'm used to being on
campus before most of my class, getting a jump on the changes Colby
has in store for its brethren.
> '. This year, let's see, what have we
got? The vending machines take the
Colby Card; the unexcused absences
ffom. class policy isn't official Colby
pfblicy now, if s in the hands of the
profs; there's a new guy living out
beyond Runnals.
;* Big deal. As I write this it is closi^igfin bri 1a.m. It's Sunday. I could
g[o for some eggs. Or maybe just a
cup of hot chocolate and small talk

this town shuts
down after dark
like d.c. with two
inches of snow ,
there are j ust a
precious few bastions of late
hours. Truckers
was the best. it
will be missed.
with a waitress. I could go for
Truckers.
Truckers is an institution no
Colby education is complete without. A 24-hour truck stop/diner / gift
shop that has all one could hope for
in a 24 hour truck stop / diner/gift
shop: ifs open 24 hours, the waitresses are cool, the food is cheap, the
post-bar local crowd on Friday and
Saturday nights is priceless.

But Truckers is no more. About
two months ago, according to the
man at the counter, the diner at
Truckers began closing its doors at 9
p.m. Let the period of mourning officially commence.
For those of you who have never
been, you are missing what Colby
College can't offer on Mayflower
Hill. Some colleges transform into
universities in order to offer their
students the opportunity to study at
different campuses across the globe,
within the technical confines of the
same institutional system. Consider
Truckers Colby campus North.
The problems of remaining on
this campus and calling it education
were alleviated at Truckers. The rich
white folks who never worked an
honest day in their life sat and ate
with men and women who aren't
rich and white and work harder than
anyone who goes to Colby is ever
likely to do. The Truckers diner is a
bubble like Mayflower Hill, but it
represents a different element of the
social class structure nn Amenca-one

crucially important to being a fully
cognizant citizen of this nation.
But exposing the caste system is
only one of the wonders of the world
Truckers at 2 a.xn. had to offer.
Sometimes you need to get away
from the dorm-for food thaf s not
Ramen or pizza, or to study once the
library's closed, ox just to get away
from those people who believe in
"quiet hours." At three in the afternoon you can go just about anywhere; the town's wide open. But if
you're a first-year new to the area,
let me let you in on something you
may have already learned: this town
shuts down after dark like D.C. with
two inches of snow. There are just a
precious few bastions of late hours.
Truckers was the best. It will be
missed.
I'll end this article short for two
reasons: to observe a moment of
silence, and because I guess I need to
put on some water for Ramen. Sigh.
Jeff Calareso is a weekly columnist
for the Echo,

A TV column not about Survivor
The Vast
Wasteland
Ryan Davis
' "7 p.m. : Soothing flashing lights on
kture
box"
p
'
TV
listing from The Onion
—!<
' Most of the time, that's all television is good for/and as the writer of
a television column, I freely admit
that, Case in point: the phenomenal
inexplicable success of CBS's torpid
summer "reality" series "Survivor,"
Seeing how I've expressed my disgust with the show's equally inane,
painfully obvious forebears "The
Real World" and "Road Rules" in
this space before, I think it goes
without saying that not a single
minute of my summer was spent
wiatchingpeople eat rats, bugs and
ntjy semblance of their human dignityIt boggles my feeble little English
major mind that the vast North
American viewing public can stomach more than a episode of this
fWl««K* i,' •<» **('* 4MP WWW
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Opinions Editor Geoff Ward

thing, much less make it the number
one show in the country (thaf s not a WHATEVER HAPPENED
typo, by the way), Here's all you
need to know: the naked fat guy TO BEING ENTERwon.
TAINED BY ENTERThe popularity of "Survivor" and
the even more stultifying "Big TAINERS? I SEE BORBrother" promises to bring about a ING, AGGRAVATING
"reality TV" boom, in which case I
promise to throw my TV into "AVERAGE" PEOPLE
Johnson Pond. Whatever happened
EVERY DAY - I CAN'T
to being entertained by entertainers? I
see boring, aggravating "average" THINK OF A REASON
people every day -1 can't think of a
reason why I would want to watch WHY I'D WANT TO
them on TV.I thought television was WATCH THEM ON TV.
invented to give me an escape from
the guy ahead of me in line at Wal- no- prisoners host Bill O'Reilly calls
Mart paying for a VCR with an arm- his show a "no-spin" zone , Those
load of rolled nickels, not to make inside Washington's power circles
call it "the hardest interview on telehim into a national celebrity.
Anyway, this is ostensibly a col- vision." "The Factor" lives up to
umn not about "Survivor," so if you both these claims every night of the
must watch shows about real life, week.
What makes the show so differhere are three excellent programs,
ent
from the myriad political talk
none of which feature "tribal counshows clutter the air is the host's
cils."
» "The O'Reilly Factor" remarkable, hard-nosed interview(Weeknights, 8pm, Fox News ing style. Each segment begins with
Channel), Now this is a reality show: O'Reilly offeringa brief summary of
the only news program that tells it one of the day's event s and then
exactly like it is, Tough-talking,take- introducing someone involved in or

knowledgeable about the subject.
The host them dives headlong into
his interview, accepting only the
truth from the guest, never the party
line or doctored campaign rhetoric.
If he doesn't get what he wants,
O'Reilly keeps hammering away at
the guest until Jte does or until he
gets exasperated with him. Seeing
this strategy put into play can be as
exciting and rousing as a good
action movie,
In addition to tackling the day's
events, O'Reilly has several pet causes, including the situation on the
Mexican border, the horrors of air
travel or Rev.Jesse Jackson's suspect
tax filing, His positions on these
issues get him labeled either a
"right-wing wackjob" or a "leftwing wackjob" (in equal numbers)
in the viewer mail he reads at the
end of every show. Such ranting,
invariably influenced by the letterwriter's political affiliation, only bolsters the host's claims that he is an
independent who simply calls issues
as he sees them, Whether or not you
agree with Bill, "The O'Reilly

See SURVIVOR, continued on page 5

crowd of 20,000 students. Smaller
schools tout their community atmosphere and the actual interaction that
is possible between students and
school faculty and staff, It seems
Colby is aspiring to big school,
you're-just-another-nameless-face
levels of student ambiguity.
But to make a long story short, I
finally made it in my room with the
help of some friends who were
already in the dorm. I had just
unpacked when security dropped by
to confirm that I had made an illegal
entry. However, they were kind
enough to let me drag a mattress out
onto the lawn for me to spend the
night on.
I'm just kidding. They let me stay
in my room, which was very kind of

See WARD, continued on
page 5

Celebrate senior year
by tormenting frosh
By ZACH KAHN

and relive, new times to make. You
have
the apartments, respect in
A&E EDITOR
classrooms, precedence in registraThe empty paths fill with chatter- tion, and some of your friends might
ing voices, creased new pants, and actually have gotten a decent room
Abercrombie sweaters. Soon the out of the travesty of room draw last
leaves will fall and hordes of squir- year. You have the library steps, the
rels will hide their nuts. The pond pond swim,senior week, and proud
glistens in the late afternoon sun, the parental adoration to look forward
smell of barbecue wafts by on. the to. No, oh senior, feel not sorry for
cool early fall breeze. Young people yourself, it is for the freshman, the
sporting their new Patagonia and first years, the young*ns, as they will
North Face fleeces prance by like heretofore be called, that you should
spring ponies. Shouts from the ath- feel sorry for.
The young'ns you see may have
letic fields fill the air and the growllots to look foring of skateboard
ward to, they may
wheels whir by.
be in the prime of
As you look YUP, IT IS YOUR JOB
around a sense of AS A SENIOR TO MAKE their lives making
new discoveries,
excitement min- THEM FEEL UNCOMmeeting new peogles with that
FORTABLE
WHENEVER
On their own
ple.
feeling that, yup,
for
the
first time,
all is right with YOU CAN. SEND THEM
out
from
under
the world. The
IN
THE
WRONG
DIRECthe
protective
poetry of fall at
Colby has begun. TION IN HILLSIDE WHEN wing of their parents, they are free
Then you realTHEY ASK WHERE THE
to stay out as late
ize it. DAMN! I'm
as they want,
a senior. Sad but BATHROOM IS. 'L*# T
true, your years at THEM WANDER AROUND drink as much as
they want, smoke
Colby have flown
what they want
by. You've lived
through freshman year, survived the and whenever they want. They may
sophomore year parties, been be poised to become skateboard
abroad and seen the world, and wielding, North Face wearing,
now, what is left? Well sit down and Nalgene and Natty drinking Colby
kids in but a few short months and
cry,that's a start, huh,
Thaf s it, bawl your eyes out—no you may look back at that time of
more fun, no more irresponsibility, Wiss with a sense of envy,BUT YOU
no more saying, "ah, who cares I've SHOULD NOT.
Why? Because it is your job to
got a few years left," None of it,
ruin
it for them. Yup,it is your job as
squad,
'cause you face the firing
Everywhere you go they are asking a senior to make them feel uncomwhat you will do? What you want? fortable whenever you can. Send
them in the wrong direction in
Career? Job? More school? Etc,
But wait, there is something else, Hillside when they ask where the
there is something to look forward bathroom is, Let 'em wander
to. "What?" you ask tearfully. Why, around , Never tell them even half
just that crowning of all achieve- the beer die rules, and never let
ments, that jewel in the crown, the them off for anything, make the
long part in back of the mullet, the young'ns finish , Whisper and point
epitome of everything you have at them when they have no seat in
worked for your entire college the cafeteria, and above all, always
career: your senior yearl It is this laugh at them when they ask to boryear that you have been waiting for. row your car, buy them beer or
All the privileges are yours, all the whatever,
Laughter my friends is your best
waiting is done, and all the learning
is over. You know what to do, what weapon against youth, Why be
not to do, and how.to get away with mean? Because as a senior it is your
duty to rain a little on their parade,
what you should n't do.
Those
young'ns have years to enjoy
Feel not sorry for yourself, oh
spoil it for them while
themselves,
senior. No, for you have the pub,
can!
you
still
senior nights, old times to talk of

Potatoes, Quebec and the next Vietnam
The
Maine-iac
Jarrod Dumas

Ifs that time of year again here in
Maine. No, I don't mean the time
when all the college kids return to
the peaceful serenity of Waterville,
bubbling over with joy upon seeing
their long-lost roommates, anticipating all die cool dances in Cotter
Union. Those who know this state
will recognize that autumn is the
potato-picking season.
All across Aroostook County,
Maine high school students take two
weeks off from class to help their
parents harvest this staple crop.
Even those who have moved to metropolitan areas like Bangor or
Rumford will return to get in on the
action, where there is easy money to
be made.
As Maine potato farmers prepare
their yield for sale, the Parti
Quebecois will be putting the final
touches on their latest drive for independence. This Canadian political
party,dedicated to the promotion of
sovereignty for Quebec, Canada's
only French-speaking province, has
carried out a five-year plan to end
once and for all what it sees as social
and political oppression by a franco

phobic federalist system.
Once again this year, the last year
of its elected term, the Parti, will hold
a referendum in the province, where
voters will decide if Quebec should
break away from the rest of the
Canadian federation. A popular vote
of 50% plus one will set the process
in motion. After a narrow defeat in
1995, party leaders feel that 2000
may be the year they are vindicated.
What, the reader may ask, has
Maine potato fanning and the
Quebec secessionist movement have
to do with each other? While I suspect that some political junkies may
see where I'm going, I certainly
don't imagine that the entire college
community can read between the
lines and see the frightening scenario unfolding before our.veryeyes.
However, this is not a crisis. As a
loving member of the Colby community, I feel a duty to alert you all to
the developing situation. This is
what is going to happen in the final
months of this year:
Each year, these potato farmers
make a lot of money selling the pota-r
toes to grocery chains and even fast
food restaurants, although I think
McDonald's only buys Idaho potatoes. This year, however, per previous arrangements with the Parti
Quebecois, all the proceeds of the
Aroostook potato industry will be
funneled into an offshore account, to

THE AROOSTOOK
"BLOOD SPUDS" WILL
BE THE CAUSE OF A
NASTY SITUATION; BY
THE TIME WE ARE
SKIING AT SUGARLOAF, (AROOSTOOK)
WILL FIND ITSELF
TANGLED UP IN THE
NEXT VIETNAM.
which the secessionists will have
exclusive access. After all, should the
attempt to break away fail again,
Quebec's leaders are clearly going to
use military action to achieve the
goal of a free and independent
French-Canadian state.
A border war between Montreal
and Ontario will become a reality,
and the people of Canada are going
to have to decide where their loyalties Re. The only problem, of course,
is that Quebec has a. ery few troops
and military assets based in their
province. I mean, lefs face it. If
Wisconsin tried to break away from
the United States twice since 1980
and was thinking of trying again,
would you let them have any
troops? Exactly.

But this problem is not impossible to solve. The party leaders in
Quebec will have thought ahead,
and will have realized that ihe key
to their success is the Maine potato.- .
These potato farmers, having
been promised a significant and
exclusive market in Quebec after the
impending war, will donate their
funds to raise a French-Canadian
army, a highly trained guerilla force
that can drive the Canadian federalists to the negotiating table. The
Aroostook "blood spuds" will be the
cause of this nasty situation;by the
time we are skiing at Sugarloaf, the
northernmost county in Maine will
find itself tangled up in the next
Vietnam.
This is clearly a situation we must
prevent. That is why I am pressing
the Colby community to make its
voice heard. We must insist that the
Maine legislature seize control of the
Maine potato crop and prevent its
distribution for this season.
Lefs wait until all this "ooh look
at me, I want my own country" stuff
passes, and then we can all eat potatoes again.
Ifs the least we can do to maintain the integrity of the international
system and defend the honor of our
"home away from home." Maine is
too good to be defiled like this. And
besides, Idaho potatoes taste better
anyway.

bright orange one that he said could
not possibly be mistaken for a gun
by racist, overzealous cops. Each
episode of "The Awful Truth" features two such funny / infuriating /
inspiring stories of corporate or
political harassment, not all as dramatic, but all as entertaining.
While conservative viewers are
likely to find "Truth" infuriating but
more liberal-minded TV fans should
find it one of the funniest and most
rate mock funeral for a man named thought-provoking programs on the
Chris Donahue. Humana had air. If you like it, support it - Moore's
denied Donahue a pancreas trans- very similar "TV Nation" was canplant without which he would die. celed not once, but twice, on differDonahue stood next to his "caskef' ent networks (NBC and Fox) in 1994.
wearing a shirt that read "I signed Hopefully, such a cruel fate does not
with Humana and all I got was this await the hosf s ingenious new venlousy T-shirt, but no pancreas." A ture.
* Rollercoaster Documentaries
week later, Humana broke down
(various
times, various channels).
amidst the bad press and gave
Donahue the pancreas, saving his Since I started writing this column,
I've done a lot of think about TV life.
In another episode,Moore,infuri- what I like, what I dislike, and why.
ated by the shooting of Amadou I have concluded that the best reason
Diallo by the NYPD, sponsored a to watch TV is to watch rollercoaster
"wallet exchange" for young black documentaries.
I'm a total coaster junkie, but livmen in New York. In exchange for a
standard brown wallet, he offered a ing in Maine, I don't get to ride too

I HAVE CONCLUDED
THAT THE BEST REASON TO WATCH TV IS
TO WATCH ROLLERCOASTER DOCUMENTARIES.

Factor" is always an entertaining
and enlightening broadcast.
* "The Awful Truth" (Fridays,
8pm, Bravo - starting October Sth).
Unfortunately, we don't get Bravo at
Colby, but if you get it at home, be
sure to check out renegade filmmaker / activist Michael Moore's
scathingly satirical mock newsmagazine. Unlike fellow crusading
journalist O'Reilly, Moore wears his
political association on his sleeve he is a staunch liberal who tends to
view conservative and Big Business
viewpoints at the enemy.
Fans of Moore's previous projects
- the films "Roger and Me" and "The
Big One," the book "Downsize This"
and the series "TV Nation" know the
host's modus operandi when it
comes to skewering the right. Rather
than mount protests or write
columns, Moore attacks positions he
disagrees with by means of hilariously over-the-top set pieces.
For instance, Moore has traveled
to an the headquarters of an HMO
named Humana to stage an elabo-

many of the really good ones. In a
misguided attempt to satisfy this
appetite, I worked as an attendant
on the only "real" coaster in the state
- Excalibur at Funtown USA - for a
whole summer, only to find that running a coaster is considerably less
fun than riding it.
Thafs why these shows are so
great - not only do they give you the
muted, though still giddy, thrill of
riding some of the world's best
coasters by bringing a camera crew
(and often a deranged coaster zealot)
on board, they also provide nifty scientific details about the design and
building of such behemoths as the
Magnum XL-200. The best of the
bunch is the Discovery Channel's
"Extreme Rides 2000" but they're all
preferable to goofy "immunity challenges."
No high concept, no million dollar prize, no deserted island, just
fun, plain and simple. Sometimes
thafs all you need for great TV.
Ryan Davis is the News Editor for
the Echo. His disjointed ramblings
appear biweekly.
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§ i Thanlcs to you, all sorts of everyday
R products are bei ng made from the
¦paper , plastic , metal and glass that
you've been recycling.
But to keep recycling workin g to
help protect the environment , you
need to buy those products.
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New shipment
iaj ieags
of wine with
SAVE UP
damaged lables
to 40%
Assorted
re-packed beers
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Dundee's.
mff ihs
Classic Lager
now $999*.
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Geoff Ward is the Echo Opinions -¦[
¦
X
Editor.
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It look* like a perfect d.

The only problem is, it't a p, ^^^^^ |

,

The positives so far this year,' ;
which I did promise to talk about, ' ;
have also been apparent in my few ' ;
days back. Our new president has a ' •
pig named Pedro that will beliving] .
with him. I think that just speaks for ¦*
itself. And in an effort to further '_ ;
strengthen the academic curriculum,' •
seniors can now fulfill wellness cred-] •
its by taking hour long courses that;!
deal with such interesting and mind >;
broadening topics as, How to enjoy a? '
track meet as a spectator, and even,] •
How to enjoy a track meet as a spec-1«
- , * ',
tator Part ll.
Ahh,$30,000 well spent.
**

I

(SPRING MEAK CAlkUN . mi yBi ^K
'

them, especially since I'm sure they
were putting their jobs on the line to
allow such a heinous breach of campus security.
I didn't want to make my first column this year a negative one, but
unfortunately it turned out that way,
although I have had some positive
things happen in my first few days
back here at Colby. For example,I got
a parking ticket for taking too long to
unload all of my stuff. I also live in a
room that is far too small for the number of people that are supposed to be
living in it. Last year I lived in a
Treworgy double. It had to be one of
the smallest rooms on campus. This
year we're trying to fit three people in
a space that is only four square feet
bigger that my room last year, hardly

an upgrade, but such is life ait one of '.f
the most prestigious colleges in the!.
', ",
country.
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SURVIVOR: there are other shows on the air , believe it or not
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So look for and buy produ ctsmade
from recycled materi als, And don't forget to celebra te America Recycles Day
on November 15th .
It would mean the world to us. For a
ftee brochu t«, call 1-800-CAUL-EDFor
yieitbur weiI 'sttt . at www.ediorg
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Creamy goodness rocks 'Duck Tales '

A cappella groups plus one welcome freshmen with song , laughter, good time
By ZACH KAHM
A&E EDITOR

The atmosphere was electric in
the Lorimer Chapel Sunday night as
the ^first-years, loosely grouped in
their COOTs, began to prepare for
the A Cappella Sampler. Not only
would they see the five Colby a cappella groups, the show also included the debut of a new group:
Creamy Goodness.
The cheering began, and out-ian
the Colby 8. While only seven members strong, the Eight, Colby's oldest all-male a cappella group, had
plenty of fire. They started the show
with energy, panache, and great
stage presence. The group's trademark "Blue Indigo" was one of the
best I have heard in. three years
here. Led ty Eric Laurits '02, the
other members Rich Riedel '03,
John Rnoedler '03, Pete Loverso '03,
Stan O'Laughlin '01, Ben Falby '03,
and Gavin Garner '01 "were all great
and can only get stronger with new
additions.
Next came the Colbyettes. In
their 50th year of existence, the allfemale group was its usual sweet
and smooth self. Except for a brief
lapse when Blue Lights alumnus
Jo n Allen '00 was spotted naked in
the back of the chapel, they sang
wonder fu ll y. The 'Ettes consist of
Meghan McKenna '02, Mary
Katherine Brennan '02, Avery Roth
'02 (who will be abroad during the
regular academic year), Janice
Greenwald '01, Yuki Kodera '01,
Becky Schechter '01, Kim Reiss '02,
Laura Thomason '03, and Lizzie

Ford '02. Look for
the group's big
aiuniversary concert
this spring.
Upping
the
notch a bit were the
c o
e
d
Megalomaniacs.
With a fully choreographed opening
number of "Sweet
Dreams", the Megs
brought their overthe-top costumes
and energy to the
stage.
Led by
seniors
Nathan
Boland '01, Sarah
Goodrich '01, Mike
Bates '01, Brian
Stephens '01, Tara
'01,
Thwing
Michelle 3.arrell '01,
the Megs feature
Etan Wenger '03,
Mickey Young '02,
_______ I BUK K/ l_ -._H_U.__ lf BUiU
Mikhaila Noble '02,
Jordan Finley '02, One man down , the Colb y 8 wow the incomingfreshmen as well as returning students in the A Cappella Sampler
Erin Esty '03, Kate presented in the Lorimer Chapel.
Swayne '03, and
Terry Packard '02.
'02, Mike Wiley '03, Thomason, and Erickson '01, Caroline Rosch '01, Moro '03, Scott Frieman '01, Mike
Sporting the rarely-seen coed chest Evan McGee '03. The group's next Becky Sharp '02, and Mai read Pincus '02, Geoff Albert-Bolinski
bump, the Megs definitely roc ked performance will be Family Carney '02, the Sirens, d ressed in '02, Holison, and Neil Crimmins
the house.
Weekend, Oct, 7-9.
red, are definitely full of pro mise '02.
Now it was time for Creamy
Following the Improv perfor- for a great year.
Freshman reactions outside were
Goodness. All right, actually it was mance the Sirens came out to perFinally, the Blue Lights took the all ' positive. "F—in' awesome,"
Colby Improv, but they did drink a form a couple of songs. Despite stage. It was truly incredible. There said Gretchen Black '04. Psyched for
lot of water and sing the theme numbers that were decimated by was a heart-throbbing, pulse- the a cappella and improv, Greg
song to Duck Tales. A fantastic per- graduation, the four Sirens sounded pounding, almost N'Syncish atmos- Johnston '04 declared, "That concert
formance followed. Improv consists great, and with a few more mem- phere. The boys were fantastic and was like, WHOA!"
of Jory Raphael '02, Matt Birnholz bers will once again be one of the finished out a great show.
Colby has much to look forward
'01, Stu Luth '01, Mandy Cochran best parts of Colby a cappella. Led Consisting of Evan Wooley 03, Scott to with such talented groups and
'01, Monty Hobson '02, Amanda Eei by founding members Stacy Maggs '03, Peter Chapin '03, Jon such eloquent freshmen.

"4-5-6" sculpture draws praise, criticism

By RYAN DAVIS

Colby Trustee Paul Schupf, while the
considerable cost of the sculpture
NEWS EDITOR
itself was paid by alumni gifts from
When students left Mayflower the Acquisitions Fund, which is desHill last spring, the entrance to the ignated for such projects.
On July 6, Serra was present to
Colby Museum of Art was shaded
coordinate
the installation of the
and enclosed by several birch trees.
When students returned to campus sculpture by a 450-foot crane, one of
this week, the trees were gone, the largest east of the Mississippi.
replaced by a granite-paved court- Each block was placed strategically
yard and three huge steel blocks. The within the Sculpture Court in accorcourtyard and the blocks make up a dance with Serra's vision for the

art.
One of the sculpture's proponents
is Alice Fitzgerald, the secretary of
the Colby Museum of Art, who walks
past it each day to get to her office.
"I had every intention of hating it
(before it was installed)" she said,
"but I really love it. I really feel the
simplicity and beauty of it. Ifs very
calming. But I also feel that ifs very
strong and protecting of me as well."
New President William D. "Bro"
Adams is a fan of the sculpture as
well. "I like it," he says, "Ifs very
interesting the way it works in the
space (in front of the museum). I also
like that it's controversial and
provocative, that it's got people
either raving or scratching their
heads."
Assistant Professor of Art
Veronique Pleach, who teaches classes in Renaissance and Baroque painting and sculpture, is another of those
raving. Noting that "4-5-6" was
designed specifically for the entrance
to the Colby Museum of Art, she
calls Serra's work "wonderful. It
really creates an entrance for the
museum that didn't exist before, It
guides the viewer into the museum,"
AMITY BURR / THE COLBY ECHO
In addition, "I wasn't expecting
steel blocks to have such a nice texArtist Richard Sena's newly placed sculpture "4-5-6."
ture. It creates an interesting contrast
to the mass of the sculpture."
sculpture entitled "4-5-6" by work.
Serra explained this vision to
Assistant Professor of Art and
renowned, although controversial,
museum officials during the installa- East Asian Studies Ankeney Weitz is
American .artist Richard Serra.
The title refers to the dimensions tion, "The sculpture brings all three far less enthusiastic about the piece.
of the solid, 30-ton blocks - each is facades of the building together," he "It doesn't seem to fit the landscape,"
she says! "You have to walk past this
four feet by five feet by s ix feet and said. "It collects the building."
Since
it
went
on
view,
"
4-5-6"
has
grandiose
sculptur e just to get into
each rests on a side of a different
length. The Paul J. Schupf Sculpture also been collecting a wide spectrum the museum , which seems to create
Court on which "4-5-6" rests was also of reactions from people, some of more of a New York environment,"
"Some say it ties the museum
designed by Serra, and is enclose d on whom apprec iate its elegance and
three sides by the Museum itself. The simpl icity and some of whom f eel it is t ogether," she adds, "but I just don't
court was funded by a Rift from j ust too simple to be cons idered great see that as clearly,"
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Apart from her environmental
concerns about the sculpture, she
says, "I'm also not aesthetically
attracted to it."
Miko Yokoi '03 is also less than
impressed with the sculpture. "I'm
not saying whether ifs art or not,"
she says, "but in my mind, I visualized the steel blocks being more complex, kind of like a grid that you
could see through. So I was kind of
shocked when I saw them. They really blend in with the front of them
museum, too - they're kind of hard to
see if you're not looking for them."
However, Kate Magnuson '02 has
an opinion of the blocks that many
detractors, students and otherwise,
probably share. "I don't like them,"
she says. "They just look like building blocks to me."
"4-5-6" is not the first of Serra's
works to have generated controversy, thanks to his unconventional
view of sculpting and art. In interviews he has
said, "I think
that sculpture,
if it has any
potential at all,
has the potential to create its
own space,
and to work in
contradiction
to the places
and
space
where it is created, I am
interested in
work where the artist is a maker of
'anti-environment,'"
Serra's sculptures are also unique
in that many of them are on display
in public spaces, since, we ighing several tons, they are too big to be held
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in most museums.
"At first (my work) may startle
some people because ifs finally off
the pedestal, people can walk around
it, they can walk into it, they can do
what they want with it," he has said
of his public sculptures.
However, even though "people sit
on it, write on it, piss on it, you really can't hurt it."
Serra's work can be hurt by legal
action, however, which is what happened in the 1980s in New York City.
In 1981, Serra installed "Tilted Arc,"
a huge wall of curved steel, in a New
York plaza where thousands of federal employees ate lunch. The workers, upset at the intrusion the work
created, filed petitions to have it
removed. The "but is it art?" controversy raged until 1989 when a court
ordered the sculpture to be
destroyed.
After the "Tilted Arc" disappointment, Serra worked mainly in
Europe until a major
exhibition
called
"Torqued Ellipses"
opened
in
Los
Angeles in the late90s to rave reviews
from art critics,
"4-5-6" and the
Sculpture Court will
be formally dedicated on October 21,
during inauguration
for
festivities
President Adams.
Until then, students
and faculty are welcome to visit the
sculptur e and f ormulate their own
opinions of It. If initial reactions and
Serra's background are any indication, "4-5-6" shoul d generate some
interes ting dini ng hall discussions,
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? East Asian Studies Tea - Lovejoy.^
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411 4KX3 p.m.-6Q0pm
? Japanese Tutorial - lovejoy 4J7 ;5
7:30p.m-10:00 pm
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?Project Ally - Whitney Roberts ¦:*
12:00 pm-hOO pm.
yt
"'
? Men's Tennis - Alfond-Wales
Tennis Courts 3:00 pm-500pm >5
? JapaneseTutorial - Lovejoy 417 *>!
prn.
7 : 3 0pm.-10.00
.
S
Saturday, 9/9
*
? Men's Tennis - Alfond-Wales ¦''-»
Tennis Courts 12:00 pm.-2O0pm'.-v
?first Day of Loudness - Dana ;Vy
Lawn lZO0p.m.-3:0O p.m.
^5
? Men's Tennis - Alfond-Wales r £
Tennis Courts 12:00 p.m.-Z00 pm-i *
? Chinese Tutorial - Lovejoy 411 yy
Xt}
2:00 p.m.-4W pm.
?Music at Colby Series - Lorimer -%
Chapel 3:00 pm.-5tiO pm.
?$
? Japanese Tutorial - Lovejoy 411 ' ••"J
7:30 p.m.-10:O0p.m.
">
?Japanese Lunch Table - CarnpXi
Dining Room, Dana 11:30 am- -2.
¦:*£
1:30 p.m.
? Faculty & Staff Aerobics:•*;
Aerobics Room,AlfondAthletic ' X$
..';
Center 1200 pm-hO Qpm
;
?Klckboxlng Workout - Aerobfcs;*«
Room, AlfondAthletic Center 400 *1
¦£
p.m.-5:00 p,m.
? Yoga 2000- AlfondAthletic \ *
Center Aerobics Roonn 5:15 pj nxjr
6:15 pm.
' ' ' . ") *
? French Table - Camp Dining ' y
Room, Dana 5:30 pm.-7:00prn. Z
? WHMB Application Meeting - .Z
Lovejoy 215 7:00 pm-6:00 pm ".*;
? State of the College Address - * -£
¦'
;«
Page Commons Room, Cotter
'
.£
Union 7:00 pm.- l l:00pm.
?JapaneseTutorial - Lovejoy 41 lS',
7:30 p.m.- 10.00pm,
¦'^
¦
¦
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. *>

pm.-6:30 p.m.

¦*_

? JapaneseLunch Table - Camp *\
Dining Room Dana 11:30 am- '• *¦ >
¦
'£
1:30 pm.
? Yoga 2000- AerobicsRoom, '¦%
Alfond Athletic Center 4:00 pm<7£
J
X- ;:%>
5:00 pm.
¦
? Women's JV Soccer Game vs. yt
Safes - Soccer Game Field 4.-0D *!
? Field Hockey Game vs Plymouth*!
State - Crafts Field 430 p.m.-630 -\l
•.«
pm.
? Sports Endurance Training ^
Aerobics Room, Alfond Athletic A
Center 5:15 pm,-6:15 pm.
* -!
*"
? Men's Tennis - Alfond-Wales
Tennis Courts 5:30 p.m.-7:00 pm .¦"",;
'»
? Chinese Table - Private
Dlnfng Room, Foss 5:30 pm.- ¦ •'«
¦:£
7:00 p.m.
? German Table - Camp
:.J
Dining Room, Dana 5:30 pm-.?,
7:00 pm
;*
? African-Amerban Women's ^
Film Festival - Love/ay 215 6:30.*
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•*¦.
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8:30 pm
•:;;
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>>,
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? Wellness - Kevin Jennings - Aagei!
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.*;
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.<¦
? Writing Across the Curriculm - /»
Whitney Roberts 11:30 am-l:30 ';»
pm.
X
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.'->\
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•»!
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X
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Women ' s cross country harriers look to upcoming season , despi te loss of gradua te
By BEN SEXTON
CO-SPORTS EDITOR

Despite losing five time AllAmerican Sarah Toland '00, one of
the best runners in Colby history, to
graduation, women's cross-country
coach Deb Aitken expects to have a
stronger overall team this year that
can match or exceed last year's success.
"A lot of my girls came back in
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will be Maria Mensching '02, who
was last year's number two runner.
Following her will be co-captain
Tiffany Frasier '01, who was last
year's number three runner.
After that, said Aitken, "We have
a lot of talented runners who could
compete for the next six to eight
spots." The coach was particularl y
impressed with the improvement of
Megan Hoar '03 and Ellen
Whitesides
'03
and
Rachel
Meiklejohn '02. She said those girls,

NESCAC Championship, fourth at
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference Champ ionships, and
fifth out of 40 teams at the Mew
England
Division
III
Championships. This year, Aitken
hopes to crack the top four at the
NESCAC meet and earn a berth in
the NCAA Championship, With the
improvements made by many of her
runners, she thinks this is a very
reachable goal.
The team's first runner this year

really great shape. They really
worked to improve themselves over
the summer and it showed when we
did the testing. Losing Sarah hurts,
but we should have a stronger top to
bottom squad this year with contributions from a lot of different
sources. Last year we had a big drop
off in times after our first two runners. This year I don't expect that to
be a problem."
The team enjoyed a good deal of
success last year, finishing fifth at the
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Adams'wife, Cathy Bruce, is no
stranger to Alpine Skiing.
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Allen St., Waterville
872*5518
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'04 of Lacona, NY, Sarah Getchel '04
of Cumberland, ME, and Anna Somo
'04 of Camden, ME.
The NESCAC is the toughest
women's cross-country league in the
country for Division III. Middlebury
is currently ranked number one in
the nation for Division III and
Williams finished up last year at
number four in the nation. Aitken's
hopes for the team still remain high.
The team's first meet will be Sep. 16
at UMass-Dartmouth.
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who rein between seven and twelve
last year, could be impact runners
this year. Also competing for top
spots will be Katie McDonald '02,
last year's number five runner, Sarah
Fiampiano '02, last year's number
seven, and possibly Gail Pago '02,
who was last year's number four but
is currently out with an injury.
The team is also hoping for contributions from a talented quartet of
incoming freshmen: Mary Phel ps '04
of Piedmont, CA, Nicolette Bolton
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Bruce begaar skiing at the age of
10 while growing up iny
Corning, M.Y.. Bruce went on io
attend
Burke
Mountain
Academy in northern Vermont.
Over the years, her technique
and athleticism continued to
improve as she enjoyed numerous victories and accomplishments.
In time, Bruce became both a
member of the U.S. Ski Team
and a champion on the Pro
Skiing tour. During her sevenyear stint on.the tour, the slalom
and giant slalom specialist
became the only American to
win the tour's overall point race
three years in a row. While on
tlie tour, Bruce regularly outraced . notables
Tamara
McKinney, Christen Cooper,
Cwidsy Nelson, and Tiartia liitt
who is also President Adams'
Sister-m»law.
\\
(

' c Btuce's brother, Doug, was
? an National Collegiate Athletic
IjAssodation skiing champion, at
>>'|bie;1Jttiyersity of Vermont and
^ft o. other brother, Geoff, coim?
sjpeted ' on the US. Ski Team, at
the Innsbruck Olympics. ,
i'X ¦Even now, ski racing cpntint '.ies'to be a large locus ' of the
Adams family. Both President
? Adains and Ms. Bruce arc very
happy to be in Maine where
\ excellent skiing is readily avail'?able. Adams and Bruce were
;<l«lck to confirm that they will
ptochase Sugarloaf season
^j paitu. es. Son Sean Valiant has
"token up an interest in the sport
?and daughter Carmen Adams
*Jiu}V'given skiing a try once
before. East coast ski-resorts
• .will soon welcome two of the'
newest hotdogs,
., < *¦,
/. '.(fyhen asked if the Colby
Alpine Team could expect spe' cial treatment,President Adams
could only promise; "great
. interest and sympathy for the
i-tough life of ski racing." If the
¦ winter months don't prove to be
; too hectic, the family hopes to
attend the Colby Carnival at
Sugarloaf on Jan. 19th. AJU
.' skiers testing the slopes in
iKingfleR MK (home oif.
' Sugarloaf) should be on ihe
lookout for speedsters f«a m
,'
??,Mi_yllowcr Hill. '
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College is an ar t and a science.
Soon enough , you'll discover the pr oper course of
study is f iguring out the brave new world while
expending as little effort as possible.
Which brings us to the subject of CompuBank.
CompuBank isn 't just aroun d the corner. It 's rig ht
in your room * Right on your computer. You get free
bas ic checking, free savings and access to free ATM
networks. You get a CompuBank check card to use
anyplace Visa is accep ted.
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More mature Colby soccer team looks to improve gfl bfaL -^fe^fefce
BEN SEXTON n
By
a d
JONATHAN ECK
CO-SPORTS EDITORS

Coming off a 6-7-1 season, head
coach Mark Serdjenian '73 and the
men's soccer team seek to qualif y
for the New England Small College
j_. Athletic Conference tournament.
Captains Jay Freedman '01 and Bill
Getty '01 head up the junior heavy
squad.
With a focus on p laying attractive and efficient soccer, a more
mature team will be vying for a
post-season berth . A top-seven conference winning percentage would
ensure qualification for
the
», NESCAC tournament and a chance
to compete at the NCAA tournaK
ment. While the NESCAC is often
considered one of the best Division
III soccer conferences, Serdjenian is
confident in his club.
Last year's squad was young
and suffered from inconsistency.

Colby basketball team
spends summer down under
By BE N SEXTON
CO-SPORTS EDI TOR

Wh y stay at home to work on
your basketball skills when you
can travel to Australia? That is
what the Colby men's basketball
team decided for two weeks this
summer, leaving the country for
the first time since 1983 to compete against professional teams
from around Australia and to tour
cities such as Sydney and
Melbourne.
Many other Mew Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference
basketball teams travel outside of
the country during the summer,
and since it had been so long
since Colb y had done so, they
decided that now was the time.
"There were two factors in our
deciding to go to Australia," said
head coach and Athletic Director
Dick Whitmore. "The first was
that Hamilton had been going to
Australia over the past several
years and had a lot of good things
to say about the level of p lay over
there. The second was that I was
able to contact a man named Brett
Brown from South Portland who
was an assistant coach on the
Australian Olympic squad. Both
he and the Hamilton coaches
helped us get in touch with the
ri ght peop le to make this happen. "
One of the things that

ls.!B. ;.!.TUHii^ft ;' .ih'^
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Zach Shull '03, All will be important
contributors to this year 's midfield.
The defense returns virtuall y
intact from last year. Freedman will
lead the defense, and Jon Ryder '02,
who missed most of last season
with a knee injury, will also be back
to bolster the unit. Matt Tolve '02
and Mike Jarcho '03 are also returning. The goalkeeping duties will be
divided between Justin Amirault '01
and David Friedman '02.
Last year, Colby was defeated by
Bates and shared a draw with
Bowdoin. Reclaiming the BBC title
from Bates is one goal for the 2000
season.
In his 25th year of coaching the
Colby men's soccer program,
Serdjenian is anxious for the team to
return to the dominance it enjoyed
in the early 1990s. The addition of
several skilled rookie players and
the improved play of returnees will
aid the program in its efforts. The
Mules beg in the regular season
squaring off at Amherst Sep. 10.
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Despite the graduation of
eight men and four womehy
Colby rowers hope to bring
Colby to the top o£ New
England. New assistant and
.head-coaches Jook to add to
Colby's winning tradition. Coach
Stew Stokes c<nttes to Colby via
Trinity College where he assisted
the men's team, Assistant coach
Pat Tynan corrtes to Calby after
acting as assistant coach lor the
University of MassachusettsAmherst.
The men's team is led 1>y captains Chris Motieta '03 and Mike
Gibson '01. Th=e womert's squads
ate headed up by Hilary Evans
'01 and Grace Price '01. With the
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addition ot several enthusiastic
and experienced freshmen, the
teams aim to continue Colby's
illustrious tradition in the sport.
., Last spring, th e Women's
Varsity Bight had a fhial rank of
Sth in the nation. The Women's
junior variety won the New
England Rowing Championship
and placed second at the Small
College
National
Championships. The men's vsrsity eight took silver at the New
England Championships and
finished 14th at the Small
i
College
National
Championships. The junior varsity men placed third at the New
England meet. Continued success appears imminent for Colby
rowers.
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and there is little to no college job. "
game. The Mules played teams
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Season of the gridiro n returns

Football hopes experience, enthusiasm create wins
By BEN SEXTON
CO-SPORTS EDITO R

The 1999 season was about what
could have been expected for the
Colby football team. The team finished with a three and five record,
but that record could have been
very different had a few more
breaks gone Colby 's way.
On back-to-back weeks in 1999,
Colby suffered a three point overtime loss to Bates and then lost a 2726 heartbreaker to Tufts where
Colby failed to convert a last second
two point attempt to win the game.
Colby also suffered a 24-17 defeat at
the hands of a very tough Amherst
squad in a game where they held a
7-3 halftime lead.
Give Colby the benefi t of a little
more 1uck, and that 3-5 record could
have just as easil y been 5-3 or even
6-2. With eight starters returning on
defense and a very strong summer
of training under their belts, the
Mules hope that this year they can
turn those close losses into wins
and finish the season among the top
teams in the New England Small
College Athletic Conference.
"This group reall y has a closeness, a oneness about them that as a
coaching staff just sends chills up
your sp ine," says head coach Torn
Austin, "We need to be committed
to be more effective in all aspects of
our play this year, to be more physicall y and mentally ready. The
whole key to this 2000 season is to
take this oneness we've demonstrated with each other onto the
field and perform with that same
sense of oneness."
The strength of this year 's team
will certainl y lie in the defense.
Colby plays an aggressive 4-3 system and emphasizes a "put the ball
down " mentality, which means that
regardless of where the ball is on

the field, the defense will use the
same aggressive and attacking style
of p lay.
The defense will be lead by CoCaptains Drew Johnson '01 and
Mark D'Ambrosio '01. D'Ambrosio
is entering his third year as a starter
at safety while Johnson will be
starting for his second year at linebacker after suffering a serious knee
injury during his firs t year at Colb y.
"I'm very impressed with the
work these guys have done getting
everyone on the team on the same
page this season," said Austin ,
"Everyone has a common goal this
year, a common focus. The captains
and the other seniors this year have
really pulled the team together and
I think that will translate into some
good wins."
Also returning on defense is
NESCAC rookie of the year Mike
Moran '03, who led the team in
tackles with 82, including 34 solo,
from his linebacker position.
Joining him at linebacker, along
with Johnson, will be returning
starter Luke Webster '03, making
the linebackers one of the strongest
units on the team. Also very strong
will be the defensive backfield .
which returns three starters, joining
D'Ambrosio in the backfield will be
cornerback Ja red Beers '01 and cornerback Jason Brooks '02. Colby
lead the league in interceptions last
year with 18, so retu rning three
starters in the defensive backfield
will be a huge boost to the team.
Also returning on defense are
defensive ends Jason G rantham '02
and Mike DiStefano '03.
"We reall y hang our hat on playing tough defense," said Austin "
This year I really think we have the
speed, athleticism, and desire to
have a very strong unit. "
On the offensive side of the ball ,
the Mules return five starters. The
strength of the unit will be the
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Tlt e football team drills on the practice fields in hopes of re turning to the top of the NESCAC.
offensive line, which returns three
starters, including Bodo Heili ger '02
and Brian Wezowicz '02.
"We have a very physical , hard working, ti ght-knit group of linemen this year," said Austin "It's
very important in football to dominate the line of scrimmage in order
to control the tempo of the game.
Our offensive line certainl y has the
ability to do that. They should be
able to open up some good holes for
our backs and give our quarterback
the protection to establish a passing
game."
With the graduation of last
year 's starter Matt Smith '00, the
quarterbackin g situation is still
somewhat unsettled for the Mules.
y
As it stands now, PatConley 03 and
Kevin Presbey '03 stand at one-two,
but Austin said that the order is

"onl y for organizational purposes."
Both quarterbacks should expect to
see time in the upcoming season.
There is little doubt, however,
about whom they will throw to.
Danny Noyes '02 returns after a season in which he finished fourth in
the NESCAC in receiving, finishing
with 41 catches for 854 yards. He
also led the Mules in all-purpose
yardage with 89.9 yards per game.
y
Returning starter Andrew Tripp 01
will be the another key receiver.
Starting in the backfield will be
running back Joe Murray '02 and
fullback Don Williams '03. The team
will certainl y miss the production of
departed back Thomas Keblin '00,
who lead the team in rushing the
past two years.
"(Keblin) was reall y a quiet
leader on the field ," said Austin. "
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He wasn't flash y and didn 't talk
about it much , but he finished
fourth in the league in rushing each
of the past two years. He was a very
productive back and we'll miss him
this year."
With the strong summer of training and the unpredictability of the
league this year, Austin thinks the
team has a chance to do very well.
"There are no teams in the league
who I consider to be out of our
reach this year. For example, last
year we beat Wesleyan 13-7 and
then two weeks later Wesleyan
came out and beat Williams , the top
tea m in the league. You can see from
that that if we stay focused and efficient on the field , we are capable of
beating anyone on any given day. "
One area the team needs work
on, says Austin , is the kicking game.
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"We've been working on field goals,
punting, and long snapping a lot
this week. It could use a little
improvement, but with time I'm.
sure we'll get to where we want to
be."
Colb y had some good wins last
year, beating a strong Wesleyan
squad , whitewashing Hamilton 4814, and posting their first shutout
since 1993 b y beating Bowdoin 20-0.
It was the second straight year that
the Mules improved their record.
This year, the Mules are aiming
to finish with a winning record and
reestablish themselves as one of the
NESCAC's top teams. They hope
that thei r strong defense, team
cohesion, and improved focus will
translate those close losses into
wins and hel p them to achieve
those goals.

Gross country hopes rest

on top five returnees
By BEN SEXTON

when he arrived at Mayflower Hill
two years ago and will be the team 's
CO-SPORTS EDITOR
number three runner this year.
Last year 's top finisher in the
After finishing in last place 3n
NESCAC meet was Chris Cogbill
the 1999 New England Small '02, He will join Gavin as one of the
College Athletic
Conference
team 's top two runners. Rounding
Champ ionships , the Colby men's out the team top five are Eric
's
cross-country team is counting on a Washer '02 and
J ustin Suklennik
terrific recruiting class and the '03. Wescott also expects strong conreturn of ils top five runners to tributions from David! Clarke '01
bring it back into the top echelon of
and J ustin Stomped. '03.
teams in NESCA C
The real story of Ihc year , how"I' m very excited about this
oveir, is the team 's excellent recruitupcoming season/' said head coach ing class, One of the new freshmen
,
tfm Wescott. "This year 's recruit ing Nat Brown '04 of Welle. Icy, MA,
class is the best wc have had in finished 13th in the Massachusetts
ye a rs , and with all of out best run- State <
Cross-country
ners returning 1 think wc have a
Champ ionsh ips. Erie Re inhaver '04
chance lo improve dramatically this
of Grandby, CT, finished 10th in the
year. "
New
England Hi gh School XC
Captaining this year 's squad , '
Championship s. Coach Wescott lias
will bo Br endan G avin 'OU and Nick ;
high , hopes for these two
Gaufcinger '02, Gavin is one of tite 'f ¦" very !!
young niett.
t eam 's t op t wo runners , and hlj» v
X?''Our best runners run the SI< at
missing the NESCAC lournam ont
abfluV ;i 6i:l3, and these two kids
had a great deal to do with Colby's
, already matc hed and bettered
finishin g in last place. Gatiblngc r , ^ye
those time ./ ' Wescolt »ald. "Na t ran
was the team 's rookie of the year

the 5K in 16:08 during his senior
year, and Eric 's best time was 16:10,
It will be really good to have those
two guys pushing our top runners.
In cross-country you reall y need
someone who can run with yeu and
pace you. It' s not good to be all
alone out in front of everybod y
because then yon have no one to
challenge you, no one who can
bring out your best tunning. I think
these two kids can reall y solidif y
our team. " ,
Wescott expects Williams , Tufts,
and Trinity to be Colby's toughest
competition this year, with Bates ,
and
Bowdoin ,
Hamilton ,
Middlebury on Colby 's level. The
NE SC A C is a no t oriously t ou gh
league for crosscountry and
Wescott expects di fficult competition all year, but also expects that
t he new addi ti ons p lus a strong
core of returning runners will add
up to a solid season for the team ,
The firs t home meet for the
men 's team will be on Sep. 23
against Middlebury.

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

[" WOMEN'S
X-COUNTRY

Team spends
summer playing in
Australia

Despite loss of A11American , team
should persevere
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Colby field hockey swinss in to action for tho 2000 season
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Field hockey hopes to
build on '99 season

By BEN SEXTON
CO-SI'OKTS I.DITOK

Tlie Colb y field hockey team is
coming off its best season in history,
Aft er finishing with an 8-6 record ,
the White Mules were invited to tlie
EC AC Ion moment where they
faced off with Wellesley in llie first
round , Colby posted n thrilling 3-2
victory in that same to reach its first
ever semifinal , whore it fell to
Wesl eyan by n count of 2-1,
Colby returns most of its team
intact for tlie 2(101) season, Lending
th e way will be four-year starting
goalie and captain Jane Stevens '01,
two-tim e regional All-Ameri can
d e f end e r an d captain Marcia
Ingraham '02, and captain Beck y
Downing '01,
Last y ear , Ingraham managed to
lead the lenm in defensive saves
and wa s also the team 's second
loading scorer. She will be moved to
th e midfield this year in order to
increase her offensi ve production
and m ake up for losses suffere d

thr ough gradu ation,

On offense, the Mules will look
to forward Becca Bruce '02, the
team 's leading scorer last yea r, p laymaker Sarah Brown '02, and 1999
Rookie of the Year forward Lyndsay
Peters '03, Also joining them at forward will be Shell y Hugh es '03,
Ca roline Riss '03, and L i zzy Urancl t
'02,
Al ong with Ingraham in the midfield will be returning starters End
Pomolo-Reilly '01 and
Kara
Hubbard '02, Joining then , will be
M e r ed ith Mili eu '03 and Kira Vassar
'03.
On the defensive side, strong
markers Brook Ilrisson ' 0 2 and
Laur en Rod i er '02 return , Downing,
Mary Zit o '02, M i ssy Dunn '01, and
Jenn IBrcnnamnn ' 03 w i ll al so make
up the defense, Brennamen looks to
fill the spot vacated by th e graduation of d efensive leader Kate
Gard n er '00,
Coach Heidi Godomsk y is
plea sed with the team 's talented
incoming class and the tenm 'i. lead-

ership and experience, "Many of
this year 's juniors and seniors have
been contributing to this team since
they were freshman ," she said,
"This yea r I think we'll r eall y be
able to put it all together, " Last year,
the team entere d the last week of
the season 8-4 but dropped its last
tw o games to finish with its final
record , With an abundance of
r e turn i ng talent an d exp e ri en ce, this
y ear 's team should be able to maintain a very strong level of play
thr oughout the season and continue
it s recent trend of improvement that '
has progressed over the past few .
years, Two years ago, the team also
fin ished with nn 8-6 record but fell
in th e first round of Ihe IiCAC's.
La st y ear , th e team reached the second-round. May be the team could
g o even farther this year and establish itself as apremier team in New
Eng land,
The team opens thin weekend
against Amherst and has its first
home game Sop, 1?. versus
Pl ym outh State.
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